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Here's One Replace_ent
You'll Be Glad To Make
You'll find it much cheaper to replace a broken goggle lens than to pay
compensation and other costs for a lost eye.
.
The average cost of a pair of goggles is only $1.50. New Lenses cost much
less. The cost of even a minor eye accident is substantially greateroften totalling many hundreds of dollars.
Compared to safety goggles, there is hardly a piece of plant equipment that
requires such a small outlay for original installation or which saves its
cost in such a short time.
Send to your nearest American Optical Safety Representative or direct to
the American Optical Company, Box T, for a copy of the new book
"Eye Accident Costs," telling how much eye accidents cost, how to .
prevent them and how much you can save by preventing them.
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Old 3131 was a locomotive of destiny. Its boiler tubes were test tubes of
progress. It was a laboratory on wheels ... which contributed importantly
to this century's greatest advance in the science of burning coal.
The story started in 1914. It was then that the Locomotive Pulverized
Fuel Co., later to become part of the Combustion Engineering organization, began experiments with pulverized coal for firing locomotives.
Instead of feeding coal by hovel, or stoker, the coal was first ground to
a fine powder, then blown through a nozzle into the fire-box.
These experiments on "3131" and other locomotives indicated that
stationary boilers might be more adaptable to the requirements of pulverized coal firing. Accordingly several trial applications were made,
and one of these, completed in 1918, proved to be the turning point. It
resulted in the building, two years later, of the world's first power station
de igned for the exclusive use of pulverized coal. Engineers journeyed
from all over the world to see this plant and to observe the firing of its
boilers with coal ground as fine as Hour and burned in suspension like a
gas. From then on the trend to pulverized coal firing was under way.
Among the immediate gains were larger and more efficient boilers
capable of being operated at higher ratings, greater continuity of service,
ability to use a wider range of coals and generally improved operating
conditions.
Today, wherever coal is burned, pulverized coal is the generally accepted method of firing the largest power station boilers and is widely
used for boilers in the middle-sized range. The total contribution of
pulverized coal firing to the national economy cannot be calculated but
it is conservative to say that in coal savings alone it amounts to millions
of tons annually.
Combustion Engineering was primarily responsible for the commercial development of pulverized coal firing, but we must share the
credit with "3131" - the old iron horse that led the way.
A-992
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NC.2.40D
Beauty goes deep in the NC-2-40D.

Deep inside the

chassis parts of watchlike precision are assembled
with painstaking care. Corefully desiqned mechanisms.
enable

the controls to respond

to your slightest

touch. Thorough shielding helps circuits to develop
the fine performance,

stable operation

and uniform

response that you expect of a National receiver. We
invite you to study the photographs

above.

They

are pictures of quality.
NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS.
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FOR INDUSTRY

Research is the beginning. The process is carried on in
the centers where Cabot raw materials are produced.
There quality control in laboratories and plants assures
uniformity and dependability.
Finally, these are linked
with Cabot Technical Sales and Service, and together
they represent the know-how which serves industries
the world over.
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For Industry, the Cabot Research and Development Department discovers new raw materials, new processes, and
new applications. Above is an illustration. This is one
of the many units in the Cabot research laboratories in
Boston, assembled to study heats of adsorption with
hydrocarbon gases.

CABOT

CABOT CARBON CO.
TEXAS EL' CARBON CO.
GENERAL ATLAS CARBON CO.
CABOT SBOPS, INC.
VALLEY VITAMINS, INC.
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Why do they

call this

"Th e Wo rl d's
Most Famous
Tool Room"?
... for

engineering,

contract

tooling,

manufacturing:

Why? Because here were tooled such historic items
as the motors which flew Colonel Lindbergh's
"Spirit of St. Louis" to Le Bourget, and Admiral
Byrd's plane over the Poles. Here was built, for
Victor Lougheed, in far-away 1911, an 8.cylinder,
experimental plane motor weighing all of 81
pounds, a forerunner of things to come. And here,
too, were tooled the first visible-platen typewriter,
the first punched-card tabulating machine, and
many other famous "firsts." No other tool room
has had experience of such breadth.
Today, as in the past, T-P master toolmakers can
provide you with anything from a single jig to
complete tool and gage set-ups for the most complex products of any type. And when you receive
your T·P tools, they will require no fixing up, no
grooming-11othi11g, except to be put to work immediately. for the full picture of Taft-Peirce Tool
Room Service, write to: The Taft-Peirce Mfg. Company, Woonsocket, Rhode Island •

---"'f=i~--TAKE

IT TO TAFT-PEIRCE
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nyOU CAN COUNT .ON 600,000
BY THE END OF JANUARY"

Positive promises like this are commonplace
where the production executive has New Britain
Multiple Spindle Automatic Machines at his
disposal. It helps everyone when you can plan
a stiff schedule and know from experience your
machines won't let you down. It will pay you
to investigate the use of New Britains for your

machining requirements.
Our nearest field
representative will gladly discuss them with you.
For more, better parts per hour at lower cost,
this year and years from now, it pays to pick
New Britain.
New Britain builds four and six spindle automatic
screw machines up t02 U" capacity .•• also a complete
line of multiple spindle automatic chucking machines
-four, six and eight spindles up to 12" capacity.

•
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STUDY

THESE

Remarlcable

PROPERTIES
-1.08

J, Specific Gravity
2. Tensile Strength

-'0,000 p.,:i.

NEW EXTRUDED

PLASTIC

ROD

HERE'S
another SANDEE "first" .. a new plastic material plus a
new extrusion process which equal an extruded product of
remarkable properties! The new materialPLEXENE - produced
by Rohm & Haas Co., has proved successful to an outstanding degree, when made into Extruded Rods by Sandee for fine mechanical
pens and pencils. New applications for PLEXENE Extruded Rods,
Tubes and Shapes can be developed by our research staff. Increased
quantities of this material are now available. San dee extrusion
technique and "know-how"
are constantly proving valuable to
more and more manufacturers everywhere. If extruded plastics are
involved in any of your plans or products, by all means discuss
them with our capable engineers.
ELMER SZANT..tY,

Gtn.ral Ma"ager-',l'

3. Impact Strength
-I .0 ft. Ibs. (notched)
4. Heat distorliOfl

-

5. Rigidity

-Excellent

6. Abrasion

Resistance
-Excelfent

7. Weathering

Residance
-Excellent

8. Water Absorption

-Nil

9. 8urning Rote

-Slow

'0. Odor
I J. Color

) 85° F,

-None
- Wide Range

J 2. Ink Resistance

-hcelfent

'3. Surface Finish
-High G'on Obtainabte
14. Dimensional Stability
-Excellent

